[Gabapentin in the treatment of epilepsy in the elderly].
Epilepsy is the third most common neurological disease in the elderly. Diagnosis of epilepsy in this age is increasing because more people are reaching older age and physician awareness about this disorder is higher than in the past. Seizures are suspected in patients with episodic impairment of consciousness and neurological function, but in addition, seizures can be the cause of fluctuating cognitive derangement and nocturnal episodes of neurological dysfunction. The etiological spectrum of epilepsy in the elderly is different than in younger adults because of a higher prevalence of cerebrovascular disease and degenerative disorders of the central nervous system. The selection and dosage of antiepileptic drugs requires proper attention to special pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic situations that are common in older individuals. Changes that occur with advanced age are responsible of distinct pharmacokinetics, decreased tolerability to antiepileptic drugs, concomitant systemic diseases. In addition poor compliance and polypharmacy can complicate therapy. Gabapentin has favourable pharmacokinetic properties: lack of hepatic metabolism, no protein binding, and easy to calculate regimen for patients with renal failure. For these reasons is a good candidate drug for treatment of seizures in the elderly.